Architectural design is a sophisticated task, involving the envisioning of a combination of various spaces while predicting the completed status.
EDM.
The following results were obtained through the students' design processes:
1. The students tended to use design elements, especially the auxiliary elements, in similar ways.
2. A few design elements appeared inconsistently in the students' design processes.
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-An educational experiment on architectural design focused on creating imaginary scenesKoichi WADA, Takaharu SAITOH,Toshiaki TANEMURA ,Satoshi BODA and Shin-ya NISHIMURA 【カテゴリーⅠ】 日本建築学会計画系論文集 第80巻 第713号， 1535 -1545， 2015年7月 J. Archit. Plann., AIJ, Vol. 80 No. 713, 1535 -1545 , Jul., 2015 Architectural design is a sophisticated task, involving the envisioning of a combination of various spaces while predicting the completed status. During this process, an architect considers various design elements, such as atmosphere, function, scale, structure, natural environment, materials, and proportions. Architecture professors teach a variety of techniques to their students as well as the architectural design method. However, it is dif cult for professors to teach the design method to their students when they are beginners, because most students have dif cultly imagining an actual scene of design.
This study veri es the effectiveness of architectural design using the educational design module EDM . EDM comprises on-site instructions towards gaining a view of a space, including design elements and sequence of scenes, as well as a check sheet for con rming design elements according to a professional s considerations. Previous studies showed that the professional s design elements were composed of fundamental elements, use, si e, form, structure, and auxiliary elements, which included space connecting, detail, texture, atmosphere, natural environment, and behavior setting. In addition, during the process, the professional also considered the sequence of scenes in the designing space, which connects scenes using various design elements. This study reports on an experiment conducted on 6 student volunteers while presenting EDM.
The following results were obtained through the students design processes First, the students tended to use design elements, especially the auxiliary elements. Most students considered the auxiliary elements of the main space to design attractive space. The students were commonly able to embody considerations of "texture" in the space as their scholarly career in architecture advanced. Although "atmosphere" and "behavior setting"
are important for actual design works, the students had dif cultly pragmati ing them in their design. The ability to imagine some of the fundamental elements "use," "scale," "proportions," and some of the auxiliary elements "space connecting," "atmosphere," "natural environment," "behavior setting," was not in uenced by a student s educational career. Second, a few design elements appeared inconsistently in the students design processes. The scene for "texture," for example, in terms of its color and material, was easily imaginable and memorable for the students. Although the scenes exemplifying "atmosphere,"
and "behavior setting" were easy for the students to imagine, they still had difficulty embodying and connecting these elements in their designs because the scenes were ambiguous and depended upon the students spatial experience. Few students managed to simultaneously consider the fundamental elements and the auxiliary elements through to the end of the design process. During the design process, the students needed to exibly consider both shape and the use of spaces while thinking about "atmosphere" and "behavior setting" to create a sequence of scenes.
EDM in uenced the students design processes. First, the check sheet was effective to heed the lack of design elements in their design. However, auxiliary elements other than "texture" and were hard for students to describe in the check sheet.
Second, instructing students in conceptuali ing space in uenced the auxiliary elements used in their sequence of scenes.
Students could create various sequences of scenes after the instruction. The instruction triggered the creation of sequence of scenes. EDM effectively supported not only the con rmation of design elements but also design processes such as those used in devising the connecting scene. 
